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Description

[0001] The invention is related to a control system for
controlling collective and cyclic pitch of rotor blades of a
multi-blade rotor in a rotary-wing aircraft, said control sys-
tem having a swash plate assembly and comprising the
features of claim 1.
[0002] A control syste’m for controlling collective and
cyclic pitch of rotor blades of a multi-blade rotor in a ro-
tary-wing aircraft, in particular of rotor blades of a main
rotor in a helicopter, is used in operation for rotating the
rotor blades integrally around associated blade pitch con-
trol longitudinal axes by means of suitable pitch levers
associated with the rotor blades that are operated by cor-
responding pitch control rods. Each pitch control rod is,
therefore, connected to a rotating plate rotating in oper-
ation with and around a rotor axis of the rotor. This rotating
plate is mounted to rotate on a non-rotating plate, which
is restrained against any rotation around the rotor axis
of the rotor by a connection connecting the non-rotating
plate to a non-rotatable underlying structure of the rotary-
wing aircraft, such as its fuselage or main gear box.
[0003] The rotating plate and the non-rotating plate de-
fine a so-called swash plate assembly and are usually
annular and surround the rotor axis. This swash plate
assembly is activatable by means of a suitable control
input unit via associated control actuators for respectively
controlling the collective pitch and the cyclic pitch of the
rotor blades. More specifically, the swash plate assembly
is adapted to transfer control inputs from a non-rotating
system that includes the suitable control input unit and
the non-rotating plate to a rotating system that includes
the rotating plate and, when being mounted to the rotary-
wing aircraft, also the rotor blades of the multi-blade rotor,
i.e. the rotatable rotor as such.
[0004] In bigger rotary-wing aircrafts, the associated
control actuators are frequently embodied by three servo-
controlled jacks or similar actuators placed between the
swash-plates and the non-rotatable underlying structure
of the rotary-wing aircraft. These servo controlled jacks
or similar actuators are respectively articulated by ball
joints at their lower and upper ends on this non-rotatable
underlying structure and in clevises of the non-rotating
plate. Accordingly, spatial orientation of the non-rotating
plate is controllable, wherein said non-rotating plate is
adapted to entrain said rotating plate in tilting move-
ments, i.e. for determining the spatial orientation of said
rotating plate, which is connected to the pitch levers of
the rotor blades by means of the pitch control rods. These
pitch control rods extend between the rotating plate and
the pitch levers and are respectively articulated by ball
joints at their upper and lower ends on the pitch levers
and in clevises that are distributed at the periphery of the
rotating plate.
[0005] The rotating and non-rotating plates are usually
displaceable axially parallel to the rotor axis for control-
ling collective pitch, and they can be tilted in any direction
around the rotor axis for controlling cyclic pitch, by means

of an axially displaceable central spherical bearing. The
latter, on which the non-rotating plate is mounted in an
oscillating manner, is generally centered on the rotor ax-
is.
[0006] The document US 3,508,841 A describes such
a control system with a central spherical bearing on which
a non-rotating plate of a swash plate assembly is mount-
ed. The spherical bearing is mounted to a non-rotating
sliding sleeve, wherein a rotor shaft of an associated rotor
is rotatably received. This non-rotating sliding sleeve can
be displaced axially parallel to a rotor axis of the rotor for
controlling collective pitch, while rotating and non-rotat-
ing plates of this control system can be tilted in any di-
rection around the rotor axis for controlling cyclic pitch.
[0007] In other known control systems, the spherical
bearing is mounted axially displaceable parallel to the
rotor axis around a cylindrical guide, which is arranged
coaxially and non-rotatably to the rotor axis and generally
fixed in relation to the non-rotatable underlying structure
of the rotary-wing aircraft. When the rotating and non-
rotating plates surround the rotor shaft, which is most
often the case, the cylindrical guide is tubular, surrounds
the rotor shaft and is rigidly fixed to a housing secured
to the non-rotatable underlying structure of the rotary-
wing aircraft.
[0008] The rotating plate is usually connected to the
rotor by means of a suitable torque link in the form of one
or more rotating arms, such that the latter entrain the
rotating plate to rotation around the rotor axis in opera-
tion. The non-rotating plate, in turn, is non-rotatably con-
nected as described above to the non-rotatable underly-
ing structure of the rotary-wing aircraft by means of a
suitable stop arm that inhibits relative rotational move-
ment between the non-rotating plate and the non-rotat-
able underlying structure of the rotary-wing aircraft.
[0009] The document US 5,599,167 A describes such
a control system with a rotating plate that is driven in
rotation by a rotor shaft of an associated main rotor with
the aid of one or more torque links that are embodied as
so-called rotating scissors fittings, which are articulated
by one end to the rotor shaft and by the other end to the
rotating plate. The latter is additionally mounted so that
it can rotate, with the aid of a ball-bearing, coaxially on
a non-rotating plate that can be tilted in any direction
around a rotor axis of the rotor shaft, while being mounted
to a central spherical bearing. This central spherical bear-
ing can be displaced parallel to the rotor axis by an axial
sliding of the central spherical bearing about a cylindrical
tubular guide, which cannot rotate as it is non-rotatably
fixed to stationary points of a non-rotatable underlying
structure. The non-rotating plate of the control system is
held back against any rotation about the rotor axis by a
so-called non-rotating scissors fitting, which is articulated
by one end to the non-rotating plate and by the other to
the base of the cylindrical tubular guide.
[0010] Document US 2007/0128037 A1 also describes
a similar control system, with a non-rotating scissor fitting
articulated by one end to the non-rotating plate and by
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the other to a stationary point of a non-rotatable under-
lying structure.
[0011] The document US 6,033,182 A also describes
such a control system with a rotating plate. However, the
latter is connected to an associated rotor by means of
two torque links, which are embodied as scissor-articu-
lated rotating arms, each having an upper and a lower
arm that are pivot hinged onto each other, the lower arm
being connected by a ball joint onto the rotating plate and
the upper arm being pivotably mounted to a clevis of a
torque link driver provided on a rotor shaft of the associ-
ated rotor. The non-rotating plate of the control system
is non-rotatably connected to a non-rotatable underlying
structure by means of a suitable stop arm, which is em-
bodied as a rigid arm that is fixed on an external radial
support provided integrally with a conical housing that is
non-rotatably attached to the non-rotatable underlying
structure. The stop arm is integral with the non-rotatable
underlying structure and comprises an axial arm part with
a "U" shaped transverse section delimiting a groove that
forms a rigid rotation stop track of a stop pin that is integral
with the non-rotating plate.
[0012] However, the stop arms of the above described
control systems must be configured comparatively long
in order to allow connection of the non-rotating plate to
the non-rotatable underlying structure of the rotary-wing
aircraft. This comparatively long configuration requires a
comparatively high rigidity of the stop arms and, conse-
quently, a comparatively heavy weight. Another disad-
vantage consists in a resulting aerodynamic drag in op-
eration, which is naturally higher when using such large
stop arms.
[0013] While the control systems of bigger rotary-wing
aircrafts frequently use spherical bearings as described
above, control systems of some smaller and mid-size
rotary-wing aircrafts use gimbals with e.g. cardan-joint
or u-joint rings for mounting at least a non-rotating plate
of a swash plate assembly of the control system in an
oscillating manner. The gimbals can be mounted on as-
sociated sliding sleeves, which are glidingly arranged on
cylindrical tubular guides that surround rotor shafts of
associated rotors.
[0014] In such control systems, corresponding control
inputs to the swash plate assembly can be mixed by a
control input unit that is embodied e.g. as a so-called
mixing lever gear unit and arranged underneath the
swash plate assembly. For collective pitch control, the
sliding sleeve can be displaced axially parallel to a rotor
axis of the associated rotor by a mixing lever gear unit
fork of the mixing lever gear unit. In this case, a stop arm
or scissor between the non-rotating plate of the control
system and a non-rotatable underlying structure of the
rotary-wing aircraft is not required, as the non-rotating
plate can be rigidly fixed by the gimbal ring to the sliding
sleeve, which, in turn, is conjoined with the mixing lever
gear unit fork.
[0015] The document US 7,037,072 B2 describes a
control system with a central gimbal that is centered on

a rotor axis of a rotor shaft of an associated rotor. The
central gimbal, on which the rotating and non-rotating
plates of an associated swash plate assembly are mount-
ed in an oscillating manner, is rigidly fixed, i.e. in an axially
immobile manner, to a collar, which is arranged coaxially
to the rotor axis and rigidly and non-rotatably attached
to a non-rotatable underlying structure. Accordingly, the
rotating and non-rotating plates can only be tilted in any
direction around the rotor axis for controlling cyclic pitch
by means of the gimbal. Nevertheless, this control sys-
tem is not suitable to allow for collective pitch control.
[0016] However, such gimbals are comparatively
heavy, thereby increasing an overall weight of a given
rotary-wing aircraft. In particular, gimbals are much heav-
ier than comparable spherical bearings, as e.g. a cardan-
joined gimbal requires four bearings with a plurality of
fixation bolts.
[0017] It is, therefore, an object of the present invention
to provide a new control system for controlling collective
and cyclic pitch of rotor blades of a multi-blade rotor in a
rotary-wing aircraft, wherein a swash plate assembly is
mounted to a spherical bearing in an oscillating manner,
said new control system comprising a reduced weight
compared to conventional control systems with spherical
bearings.
[0018] This object is solved by a control system for
controlling collective and cyclic pitch of rotor blades of a
multi-blade rotor in a rotary-wing aircraft, said control sys-
tem comprising the features of claim 1.
[0019] More specifically, according to the invention a
control system for controlling collective and cyclic pitch
of rotor blades of a multi-blade rotor in a rotary-wing air-
craft comprises a swash plate assembly with at least one
non-rotating plate and at least one rotating plate that is
mounted rotatably to said at least one non-rotating plate.
Said multi-blade rotor comprises a rotor shaft that defines
an associated rotor axis. Said at least one rotating plate
and said at least one non-rotating plate are mounted to
a non-rotating sliding sleeve that is adapted to be mount-
ed axially displaceable parallel to said associated rotor
axis on said rotor shaft. A spherical bearing is provided
on said non-rotating sliding sleeve, said at least one ro-
tating plate being rotatable around an associated sliding
sleeve axis and being mounted with said at least one
non-rotating plate to said spherical bearing such that said
at least one rotating plate and said at least one non-ro-
tating plate are tiltable in any direction around said as-
sociated sliding sleeve axis by means of said spherical
bearing. At least one non-rotating stop arm is provided
for non-rotatably connecting said at least one non-rotat-
ing plate to said non-rotating sliding sleeve in order to
inhibit relative rotational movement around said associ-
ated sliding sleeve axis between said at least one non-
rotating plate and said non-rotating sliding sleeve, said
at least one non-rotating stop arm being mounted to said
at least one non-rotating plate and to said non-rotating
sliding sleeve.
[0020] The inventive control system comprises a
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swash plate assembly that is mounted to a spherical
bearing having a ball that is arranged on a non-rotating
sliding sleeve. Such a spherical bearing is much simpler,
has less parts and is lighter than a gimbal, i.e. a cardan-
joint or u-joint.
[0021] Preferably, the non-rotating plate of the swash
plate assembly is mounted to the ball of the spherical
bearing such that is can be tilted in any direction around
an associated sliding sleeve axis of the non-rotating slid-
ing sleeve. As this mounting allows one degree of free-
dom to the non-rotating plate for rotation around the ball,
i.e. the spherical bearing, at least one non-rotating stop
arm is provided to inhibit such a rotation.
[0022] This non-rotating stop arm is, however, not
adapted to be fixed on a non-rotatable underlying struc-
ture of a given rotary-wing aircraft, such as a main gear
box or a cylindrical tubular guide that is rigidly attached
to a fuselage of the rotary-wing aircraft. Instead, the non-
rotating stop arm is arranged in the non-rotating system
of the control system and, therein, non-rotatably attached
to the non-rotating sliding sleeve and the non-rotating
plate. Thus, motion of the non-rotating stop arm, i.e. ex-
tensions or retractions, only occurs in cyclic pitch control,
but not in collective pitch control, where the non-rotating
stop arm is entirely moved together with the non-rotating
sliding sleeve and the non-rotating plate. Consequently,
as the non-rotating stop arm is only required to perform
cyclic motion in operation, it’s durability can be pro-
longed.
[0023] Furthermore, as a corresponding cyclic motion
is generally performed with respect to comparatively
small tilting angles of the non-rotating plate, a compara-
tively short, small and light-weight non-rotating stop arm
can be provided. Accordingly, material required for man-
ufacturing of the non-rotating stop arm can be econo-
mized so that the overall manufacturing costs of the non-
rotating stop arm can be decreased advantageously.
[0024] Moreover, due to these comparatively small tilt-
ing angles, the non-rotating stop arm can be implement-
ed by means of a flexible link according to one aspect.
Advantageously, such a flexible link can be manufac-
tured using composite material, thereby resulting in a
simple, light weight and inexpensive non-rotating stop
arm.
[0025] According to a further preferred embodiment,
said at least one non-rotating stop arm comprises at least
a first and a second stop arm section, said first stop arm
section being connected to said second stop arm section
by an associated stop arm hinge.
[0026] According to a further preferred embodiment,
said first stop arm section is mounted to said at least one
non-rotating plate by means of an associated stop arm
spherical bearing.
[0027] According to a further preferred embodiment,
said second stop arm section is mounted to said non-
rotating sliding sleeve by means of an associated stop
arm pivot bearing.
[0028] According to a further preferred embodiment, a

non-rotating sliding sleeve guide is provided, said non-
rotating sliding sleeve being glidingly arranged on said
non-rotating sliding sleeve guide.
[0029] According to a further preferred embodiment,
said rotor shaft of said multi-blade rotor extends through
said non-rotating sliding sleeve guide.
[0030] According to a further preferred embodiment,
said non-rotating sliding sleeve guide is adapted for rigid
fixation to a non-rotating part of said rotary-wing aircraft,
in particular to a main gear box of said rotary-wing aircraft.
[0031] According to a further preferred embodiment,
at least one fork unit is provided for controlling axial dis-
placement of said non-rotating sliding sleeve in opera-
tion, said at least one fork unit being rotatably connected
by means of a pivotable connection to a mounting part
of said non-rotating sliding sleeve by means of an asso-
ciated fork pivot bearing.
[0032] According to a further preferred embodiment,
said at least one non-rotating stop arm is mounted to said
at least one non-rotating plate and to a fork mounting
point or said associated fork pivot bearing.
[0033] According to a further preferred embodiment,
said at least one non-rotating stop arm is mounted to said
at least one non-rotating plate and to said mounting part.
[0034] According to a further preferred embodiment,
at least one actuator arm is provided for controlling tilting
of said at least one rotating plate and said at least one
non-rotating plate in operation, said at least one actuator
arm being pivotally connected to said at least one fork
unit by means of an associated actuator arm pivot bear-
ing.
[0035] According to a further preferred embodiment,
said at least one actuator arm is connected to said at
least one non-rotating plate by means of associated
swash plate control rods.
[0036] According to a further preferred embodiment,
said at least one actuator arm and said at least one fork
unit define a control input unit, in particular a mixing lever
gear unit.
[0037] Advantageously, use of such a mixing lever
gear unit allows for reducing an overall height of the con-
trol system. Accordingly, an overall height of the multi-
blade rotor as such can be reduced, thereby saving ma-
terial, weight and manufacturing costs. Also, use of such
a mixing lever gear unit allows for reducing an overall
number of constituent components of the control system,
as e.g. hydraulic hoses that are required for driving con-
ventionally used actuators are now redundant. Thus,
complexity of the control system can be reduced advan-
tageously, thereby leading to a further decrease in man-
ufacturing costs.
[0038] Furthermore, use of such a mixing lever gear
unit enables omission of a mixing unit on an upper deck
of the fuselage of the rotary-wing aircraft, which is oth-
erwise mandatory for direct actuation of the non-rotating
plate of the swash plate assembly. Thus, space on the
upper deck can be freed and is, therefore, available for
other technical equipment.
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[0039] Moreover, use of such a mixing lever gear unit
allows reduction of required control forces that must be
applied by a pilot of the rotary-wing aircraft, as a corre-
sponding mixing of the controls occurs only after the ac-
tuators. However, in contrast thereto the mixing in mixing
units that are embodied for direct actuation of the non-
rotating plate of the swash plate assembly occurs before
the actuators, thus, resulting in greater required control
forces.
[0040] According to a further preferred embodiment,
said at least one rotating plate is connected to each one
of the rotor blades by means of an associated pitch con-
trol rod.
[0041] According to a further preferred embodiment,
said at least one rotating plate is rotatably connectable
to said rotor shaft of said multi-blade rotor by means of
at least one associated rotating arm in order to allow ro-
tational movement of said at least one rotating plate to-
gether with said rotor shaft.
[0042] According to a further preferred embodiment,
said at least one rotating plate defines an upper swash
plate and that said at least one non-rotating plate defines
a lower swash plate of said swash plate assembly.
[0043] According to a further preferred embodiment,
said at least one non-rotating stop arm comprises com-
posite material.
[0044] The present invention further provides a rotary-
wing aircraft with a multi-blade rotor having a plurality of
rotor blades and a rotor shaft that defines an associated
rotor axis. Said rotary-wing aircraft comprises a control
system for controlling collective and cyclic pitch of said
plurality of rotor blades. Said control system comprises
a swash plate assembly with at least one non-rotating
plate and at least one rotating plate that is mounted ro-
tatably to said at least one non-rotating plate. Said at
least one rotating plate and said at least one non-rotating
plate are mounted to a non-rotating sliding sleeve that is
axially displaceable parallel to said rotor axis of said multi-
blade rotor. A spherical bearing is provided on said non-
rotating sliding sleeve, said at least one rotating plate
being rotatable around said rotor axis and being mounted
with said at least one non-rotating plate to said spherical
bearing such that said at least one rotating plate and said
at least one non-rotating plate are tiltable in any direction
around said rotor axis by means of said spherical bearing.
At least one non-rotating stop arm is provided for non-
rotatably connecting said at least one non-rotating plate
to said non-rotating sliding sleeve in order to inhibit rel-
ative rotational movement around said associated sliding
sleeve axis between said at least one non-rotating plate
and said non-rotating sliding sleeve, said at least one
non-rotating stop arm being mounted to said at least one
non-rotating plate and to said non-rotating sliding sleeve.
[0045] Preferred embodiments of the invention are out-
lined by way of example in the following description with
reference to the attached drawings. In these attached
drawings, identical or identically functioning components
and elements are labeled with identical reference num-

bers and characters and are, consequently, only de-
scribed once in the following description.

- Figure 1 shows a lateral view of a rotary-wing aircraft
with an inventive control system and an enlarged
perspective view of the control system according to
the invention,

- Figure 2 shows a perspective view of the control sys-
tem of Figure 1, seen from a different viewing angle,
and

- Figure 3 shows a schematic side view of a simplified
version of the control system of Figure 1.

[0046] Figure 1 shows a rotary-wing aircraft 1 with a
fuselage 2 that is connected to a landing gear 6, said
fuselage 2 defining a tail boom 2a and a cabin 2b. The
rotary-wing aircraft 1 comprises at least one multi-blade
rotor 1a for providing lift and forward or backward thrust
during operation. The at least one multi-blade rotor 1 a
comprises a plurality of rotor blades 1 b, 1 c that are
mounted at an associated rotor head 1d to a rotor shaft
1e, which rotates in operation of the rotary-wing aircraft
1 around an associated rotor axis 1 f.
[0047] By way of example, the rotary-wing aircraft 1 is
embodied as a helicopter, which comprises at least one
preferentially shrouded counter-torque device 3 config-
ured to provide counter-torque during operation, i.e. to
counter the torque created by rotation of the at least one
multi-blade rotor 1 a for purposes of balancing the rotary-
wing aircraft 1 in terms of yaw. The at least one counter-
torque device 3 is illustratively provided at an aft section
of the tail boom 2a, which preferably further comprises
a bumper 4, a tail wing 5a and a fin 5. The tail wing 5a
is preferably adjustable in its inclination and can, thus,
overtake the functioning of a horizontal stabilizer. Alter-
natively, or in addition, the rotary-wing aircraft 1 is pro-
vided with a suitable horizontal stabilizer.
[0048] However, it should be noted that the at least
one counter-torque device 3, the tail wing 5a as well as
the fin 5 with the bumper 4 provided at the aft section of
the tail boom 2a are merely described for illustrating one
exemplary embodiment of the rotary-wing aircraft 1 and
not for limiting the invention accordingly. Instead, the
present invention as described hereinafter can likewise
be applied to any rotary-wing aircraft and, in particular,
any helicopter, independent of a respective construction
of the aft section thereof.
[0049] According to one aspect, the rotary-wing aircraft
1 comprises a control system 10 for controlling collective
and cyclic pitch of the rotor blades 1 b, 1 c of the at least
one multi-blade rotor 1 a. The control system 10, which
is further detailed in an enlarged perspective detail view,
is preferentially arranged between the rotor head 1d of
the at least one multi-blade rotor 1a and a main gear box
7 of the rotary-wing aircraft 1.
[0050] The control system 10 comprises a swash plate
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assembly 11 with at least one non-rotating plate 12a and
at least one rotating plate 12b that is mounted rotatably
to the at least one non-rotating plate 12a. Illustratively,
the at least one rotating plate 12b defines an upper swash
plate and the at least one non-rotating plate 12a defines
a lower swash plate of this swash plate assembly 11.
[0051] The at least one non-rotating and rotating plates
12a, 12b are preferably at least partly disk-shaped and
connected to each other by means of an associated roller
or ball bearing that allows relative rotational movement
between these plates 12a, 12b. In this configuration, the
at least one non-rotating and rotating plates 12a, 12b are
preferably mainly superposed. However, they can also,
or alternatively, be at least partly ring-shaped. In such a
configuration, the at least one rotating plate 12b mainly
encompasses the at least one non-rotating plate 12a.
[0052] According to the invention, the at least one ro-
tating plate 12b and the at least one non-rotating plate
12a are mounted to a non-rotating sliding sleeve 13 hav-
ing an associated sliding sleeve axis 13a. This non-ro-
tating sliding sleeve 13 is adapted to be, and illustratively
is, mounted axially displaceable parallel to the rotor axis
1f on the rotor shaft 1e.
[0053] Preferably, the non-rotating sliding sleeve 13 is
glidingly arranged on a non-rotating sliding sleeve guide
15. This non-rotating sliding sleeve guide 15 is adapted
for accommodating at least partly the rotor shaft 1e of
the at least one multi-blade rotor 1 a, which illustratively
extends in its longitudinal extension through said non-
rotating sliding sleeve guide 15. Furthermore, the non-
rotating sliding sleeve guide 15 is adapted for rigid fixation
to a non-rotating part of the rotary-wing aircraft 1. Illus-
tratively, the non-rotating sliding sleeve guide 15 is rigidly
attached to the main gear box 7 of the rotary-wing aircraft
1, e.g. by means of screwing, bolting or bonding.
[0054] According to the invention, the at least one ro-
tating plate 12b is rotatable around the associated sliding
sleeve axis 13a of the non-rotating sliding sleeve 13 and
mounted with the at least one non-rotating plate 12a to
a spherical bearing 14 that is provided on the non-rotating
sliding sleeve 13. For instance, the spherical bearing is
embodied as a ball joint with a ball, which is rigidly at-
tached to the non-rotating sliding sleeve 13 or integrally
formed in one piece therewith.
[0055] The at least one rotating plate 12b and the at
least one non-rotating plate 12a are mounted to the
spherical bearing 14 such that they are tiltable in any
direction around the associated sliding sleeve axis 13a
by means of said spherical bearing 14. Allowable tilting
angles between the associated sliding sleeve axis 13a
and the at least one non-rotating and rotating plates 12a,
12b preferentially do not exceed 20°.
[0056] The at least one rotating plate 12b is preferably
connectable, and illustratively connected, to each one of
the rotor blades 1 b, 1 c by means of an associated pitch
control rod 16. Therefore, external radial clevises 17,
equal in number to the rotor blades 1 b, 1 c, are distributed
over an external periphery of the at least one rotating

plate 12b, preferentially evenly, and in each such external
radial clevis 17 a ball joint 18 is held, which articulates a
lower end of an associated pitch control rod 16, while its
upper end can be articulated, and is illustratively articu-
lated, in a pitch lever of an associated one of the rotor
blades 1 b, 1 c, preferentially also in a ball joint. Further-
more, the at least one rotating plate 12b is at least indi-
rectly rotatably connectable, and is illustratively connect-
ed, to the rotor shaft 1 e of the multi-blade rotor 1 a by
means of at least one associated rotating torque link,
which is by way of example embodied as a rotating arm
19.
[0057] For controlling tilting and/or axial displacement
of the at least one rotating plate 12b and the at least one
non-rotating plate 12a in operation, a control input unit
20 is provided. This control input unit 20 preferentially
comprises two actuator arms 20a and at least one fork
unit 20b, and is preferably embodied as a so-called mix-
ing lever gear unit. Each actuator arm 20a is illustratively
embodied as a lateral or outer arm of the control input
unit 20 and preferably pivotally connected to the at least
one fork unit 20b, which is illustratively embodied as an
inner fork, by means of an associated actuator arm pivot
bearing 30a.
[0058] The at least one actuator arm 20a is connected
to the at least one non-rotating plate 12a by means of
associated swash plate control rods 24 for controlling
tilting of the at least one non-rotating plate 12a and, thus,
of the at least one rotating plate 12b in any required tilting
direction 22c around the rotor axis 1f, thereby performing
cyclic pitch control of the rotor blades 1 b, 1c. Therefore,
external radial clevises 25, equal in number to the asso-
ciated swash plate control rods 24, are provided on an
external periphery of the at least one non-rotating plate
12a, and in each such external radial clevis 25 a ball joint
26 is held, which articulates an upper end of an associ-
ated swash plate control rod 24, while its lower end is
articulated in a corresponding ball joint 28, which is held
in a clevis 27 provided on an extremity of an associated
actuator arm 20a.
[0059] The at least one fork unit 20b is provided for
controlling axial displacement of the non-rotating sliding
sleeve 13 in operation. Therefore, the at least one fork
unit 20b is rotatably connected to a mounting part 23 of
the non-rotating sliding sleeve 13 at a corresponding
mounting point 29a by means of an associated fork pivot
bearing (29b in Figure 2). The mounting part 23 is illus-
tratively formed at - or by - a lower section of the non-
rotating sliding sleeve 13 that takes preferably up to a
third of the overall length of said non-rotating sliding
sleeve 1.
[0060] According to the invention, at least one non-
rotating stop arm 21 is provided for non-rotatably con-
necting the non-rotating sliding sleeve 13 to the at least
one non-rotating plate 12a. This at least one non-rotating
stop arm 21 is adapted to inhibit relative rotational move-
ment between the at least one non-rotating plate 12a and
the non-rotating sliding sleeve 13 around the associated
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sliding sleeve axis 13a. Therefore, the at least one non-
rotating stop arm 21 is mounted to the at least one non-
rotating plate 12a and directly to said non-rotating sliding
sleeve 13. For instance, the at least one non-rotating stop
arm 21 is mounted to the mounting part 23 of the non-
rotating sliding sleeve 13.
[0061] As an example not forming part of the invention,
it should be noted that the at least one non-rotating stop
arm 21 must not necessarily be mounted directly to said
non-rotating sliding sleeve 13, but can alternatively be
mounted to any other non-rotatable part of the control
system 10. For instance, the at least one non-rotating
stop arm 21 can be mounted to the associated fork pivot
bearing (29b in Figure 2), the at least one fork unit 20b,
and so on. However, it should be noted that the at least
one non-rotating stop arm 21 can, according to the in-
vention, be mounted to said corresponding fork mounting
point 29a.
[0062] Preferably, the at least one non-rotating stop
arm 21 comprises at least a first and a second stop arm
section 21a, 21 b. Illustratively, the at least one first stop
arm section 21a is embodied as an upper arm of the at
least one non-rotating stop arm 21 and the at least one
second stop arm section 21b is embodied as a lower arm
thereof.
[0063] According to one aspect, the upper arm 21a is
connected to the lower arm 21b by a first associated bear-
ing, e.g. an associated stop arm hinge 22. The upper arm
21a is further mounted to the at least one non-rotating
plate 12a by means of a second associated bearing, e.
g. an associated spherical bearing 22a. The lower arm
21b is further mounted to the non-rotating sliding sleeve
13 by means of a third associated bearing, e.g. an asso-
ciated pivot bearing 22b.
[0064] It should be noted that the above described con-
figuration and fixation of the at least one non-rotating stop
arm 21 is merely described for purposes of illustration
and not for restricting the invention solely thereto. In-
stead, various modifications and variations are readily
available and recognizable to the skilled person and,
therefore, also considered as being part of the present
invention. For instance, in one exemplary configuration,
the hinge 22 can be replaced with a ball bearing. In an-
other configuration, the spherical bearing 22a can be re-
placed with a hinge and the pivot bearing 22b can be
replaced with a spherical or ball bearing, and so on.
[0065] Figure 2 shows the control system 10 of Figure
1 for further illustrating the pivot connection between the
at least one fork unit 20b and the mounting part 23 of the
non-rotating sliding sleeve 13 at the corresponding
mounting point 29a by means of an associated fork pivot
bearing 29b, as well as the pivot connection between the
at least one actuator arm 20a and the at least one fork
unit 20b by means of the associated actuator arm pivot
bearing 30a.
[0066] In operation of the control system 10, a pivot
movement of the at least one fork unit 20b around the
associated fork pivot bearing 29b into a pivoting direction

31a is translated into an axial displacement of the non-
rotating sliding sleeve 13 and, thus, the swash plate as-
sembly 11, into an axial displacement direction 32a along
the associated sliding sleeve axis 13a. Thus, collective
pitch of the rotor blades 1 b, 1 c of Figure 1 can be con-
trolled.
[0067] A pivot movement of the at least one actuator
arm 20a around the associated actuator arm pivot bear-
ing 30a into the pivoting direction 31a is translated via
the associated swash plate control rods 24 into a tilting
of the swash plate assembly 11 into the swash plate tilting
directions 22c around the associated sliding sleeve axis
13a. Thus, cyclic pitch of the rotor blades 1 b, 1 c of Figure
1 can be controlled.
[0068] Figure 3 shows a simplified schematic view of
the control system 10 of Figure 1 and Figure 2 for further
illustrating the possible pivoting directions 31a of the con-
trol input unit 20, the possible axial displacement direc-
tions 32a of the non-rotating sliding sleeve 13 and the
possible swash plate tilting directions 22c of the swash
plate assembly 11. Figure 3 also illustrates the compar-
atively short and small configuration of the at least one
non-rotating stop arm 21. Figure 3 further illustrates an
exemplary bearing of the at least one rotating plate 12b
of the swash plate assembly 11 at its at least one non-
rotating plate 12a by means of a roller bearing 33, in
particular a ball bearing.
[0069] It should be noted that modifications to the
above described embodiments are within the common
knowledge of the person skilled in the art and, thus, also
considered as being part of the present invention. For
instance, various different implementations of the at least
one non-rotating stop arm 21 can be considered. More
specifically, due to the comparatively small tilting angles
to which the swash plate assembly 11 is subjected in
operation, a simplified non-rotating stop arm 21 can be
implemented by means of composite material. Such a
non-rotating stop arm that comprises composite material
can be designed with less weight in a material saving
manner and, thus, more cost-efficiently than a hinged
non-rotating stop arm as described above.

Reference List

[0070]

1 rotary-wing aircraft
1a multi-blade rotor
1b, 1c rotor blades
1d rotor head
1e rotor shaft
1f rotor axis
2 fuselage
2a tail boom
2b cabin
3 counter-torque device
4 bumper
5 fin
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5a tail wing
6 landing gear
7 main gear box
10 control system
11 swash plate assembly
12a non-rotating plate
12b rotating plate
13 non-rotating sliding sleeve
13a sliding sleeve axis
14 spherical bearing
15 non-rotating sliding sleeve guide
16 pitch control rods
17 rotating plate clevises
18 rotating plate ball joints
19 rotating arms
20 control input unit
20a outer actuator arms
20b inner fork
21 non-rotating stop arm
21a upper arm
21b lower arm
22 stop arm hinge
22a upper arm spherical bearing
22b lower arm pivot bearing
22c swash plate tilting directions
23 sliding sleeve mounting part
24 swash plate control rods
25 non-rotating plate clevises
26 non-rotating plate ball joints
27 actuator arm clevises
28 actuator arm ball joints
29a inner fork mounting point
29b inner fork pivot bearing
30a actuator arm pivot bearing
31a control input unit pivot movement directions
32a sliding sleeve movement directions
33 roller bearing

Claims

1. A control system (10) for controlling collective and
cyclic pitch of rotor blades (1b, 1c) of a multi-blade
rotor (1a) in a rotary-wing aircraft (1), wherein said
multi-blade rotor (1a) comprises a rotor shaft (1e)
that defines an associated rotor axis (1f), said control
system (10) comprising a swash plate assembly (11)
with at least one non-rotating plate (12a) and at least
one rotating plate (12b) that is mounted rotatably to
said at least one non-rotating plate (12a), said at
least one rotating plate (12b) and said at least one
non-rotating plate (12a) being mounted to a non-ro-
tating sliding sleeve (13) that is adapted to be mount-
ed axially displaceably parallel to said associated
rotor axis (1f) on said rotor shaft (1e), wherein a
spherical bearing (14) is provided on said non-rotat-
ing sliding sleeve (13), said at least one rotating plate
(12b) being rotatable around an associated sliding

sleeve axis (13a) and being mounted with said at
least one non-rotating plate (12a) to said spherical
bearing (14) such that said at least one rotating plate
(12b) and said at least one non-rotating plate (12a)
are tiltable in any direction around said associated
sliding sleeve axis (13a) by means of said spherical
bearing (14), characterized in that at least one non-
rotating stop arm (21) is provided for non-rotatably
connecting said at least one non-rotating plate (12a)
to said non-rotating sliding sleeve (13) in order to
inhibit relative rotational movement around said as-
sociated sliding sleeve axis (13a) between said at
least one non-rotating plate (12a) and said non-ro-
tating sliding sleeve (13), said at least one non-ro-
tating stop arm (21) being mounted to said at least
one non-rotating plate (12a) and to said non-rotating
sliding sleeve (13).

2. The control system (10) according to claim 1, char-
acterized in that said at least one non-rotating stop
arm (21) comprises at least a first and a second stop
arm section (21a, 21b), said first stop arm section
(21a) being connected to said second stop arm sec-
tion (21b) by an associated stop arm hinge (22).

3. The control system (10) according to claim 2,
characterized in that said first stop arm section
(21a) is mounted to said at least one non-rotating
plate (12a) by means of an associated stop arm
spherical bearing (22a).

4. The control system (10) according to claim 2,
characterized in that said second stop arm section
(21b) is mounted to said non-rotating sliding sleeve
(13) by means of an associated stop arm pivot bear-
ing (22b).

5. The control system (10) according to claim 1,
characterized in that a non-rotating sliding sleeve
guide (15) is provided, said non-rotating sliding
sleeve (13) being glidingly arranged on said non-
rotating sliding sleeve guide (15).

6. The control system (10) according to claim 5,
characterized in that said rotor shaft (1e) of said
multi-blade rotor (1a) extends through said non-ro-
tating sliding sleeve guide (15).

7. The control system (10) according to claim 5,
characterized in that said non-rotating sliding
sleeve guide (15) is adapted for rigid fixation to a
non-rotating part (7) of said rotary-wing aircraft (1),
in particular to a main gear box (7) of said rotary-
wing aircraft (1).

8. The control system (10) according to claim 1, char-
acterized in that at least one fork unit (20b) is pro-
vided for controlling axial displacement of said non-
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rotating sliding sleeve (13) in operation, said at least
one fork unit (20b) being rotatably connected by
means of a pivotable connection to a mounting part
(23) of said non-rotating sliding sleeve (13) by means
of an associated fork pivot bearing (29b).

9. The control system (10) according to claim 8, char-
acterized in that said at least one non-rotating stop
arm (21) is mounted to said at least one non-rotating
plate (12a) and to a fork mounting point (29a) of said
non-rotating sliding sleeve (13).

10. The control system (10) according to claim 8, char-
acterized in that said at least one non-rotating stop
arm (21) is mounted to said at least one non-rotating
plate (12a) and to said mounting part (23).

11. The control system (10) according to claim 8, char-
acterized in that at least one actuator arm (20a) is
provided for controlling tilting of said at least one ro-
tating plate (12b) and said at least one non-rotating
plate (12a) in operation, said at least one actuator
arm (20a) being pivotally connected to said at least
one fork unit (20b) by means of an associated actu-
ator arm pivot bearing (30a).

12. The control system (10) according to claim 11, char-
acterized in that said at least one actuator arm (20a)
is connected to said at least one non-rotating plate
(12a) by means of associated swash plate control
rods (24).

13. The control system (10) according to claim 11, char-
acterized in that said at least one actuator arm (20a)
and said at least one fork unit (20b) define a control
input unit (20), in particular a mixing lever gear unit
(20).

14. The control system (10) according to claim 1,
characterized in that said at least one rotating plate
(12b) is connected to each one of the rotor blades
(1b, 1 c) by means of an associated pitch control rod
(16).

15. The control system (10) according to claim 1,
characterized in that said at least one rotating plate
(12b) is rotatably connectable to said rotor shaft (1e)
of said multi-blade rotor (1a) by means of at least
one associated rotating arm (19) in order to allow
rotational movement of said at least one rotating
plate (12b) together with said rotor shaft (1e).

16. The control system (10) according to claim 1,
characterized in that said at least one rotating plate
(12b) defines an upper swash plate and that said at
least one non-rotating plate (12a) defines a lower
swash plate of said swash plate assembly (11).

17. The control system (10) according to claim 1,
characterized in that said at least one non-rotating
stop arm (21) comprises composite material.

18. A rotary-wing aircraft (1) with a multi-blade rotor (1a)
having a plurality of rotor blades (1b, 1c) and a rotor
shaft (1e) that defines an associated rotor axis (1f),
said rotary-wing aircraft (1) comprising a control sys-
tem (10) according to claim 1 for controlling collective
and cyclic pitch of said plurality of rotor blades (1b,
1c).

Patentansprüche

1. Steuerungssystem (10) zur Steuerung einer kollek-
tiven und zyklischen Blattwinkeländerung von Ro-
torblättern (1b, 1c) eines Rotors (1a) mit mehreren
Rotorblättern in einem Drehflügelflugzeug (1), wobei
der Rotor (1a) mit mehreren Rotorblättern eine Ro-
torwelle (1e) aufweist, die eine zugehörige Ro-
torachse (1f) definiert, wobei das Steuerungssystem
(10) eine Taumelscheibenanordnung (11) aufweist
mit mindestens einer nicht rotierenden Scheibe
(12a) und mindestens einer rotierenden Scheibe
(12b), die drehbar an der mindestens einen nicht ro-
tierenden Scheibe (12a) montiert ist, wobei die min-
destens eine rotierende Scheibe (12b) und die min-
destens eine nicht rotierende Scheibe (12a) an einer
nicht rotierenden Gleitmuffe (13) montiert sind, die
so ausgebildet ist, dass sie parallel zu der zugehö-
rigen Rotorachse (1f) auf der Rotorwelle (1e) axial
beweglich montiert ist, wobei ein Pendellager (14)
auf der nicht rotierenden Gleitmuffe (13) vorgesehen
ist, wobei die mindestens eine rotierende Scheibe
(12b) um eine zugehörige Gleitmuffenachse (13a)
drehbar ist und derart an der mindestens einen nicht
rotierenden Platte (12a) an dem Pendellager (14)
montiert ist, dass die mindestens eine rotierende
Scheibe (12b) und die mindestens eine nicht rotie-
rende Scheibe (12a) in jeder Richtung um die zuge-
hörige Gleitmuffenachse (13a) durch das Pendella-
ger (14) kippbar sind, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass mindestens ein nicht rotierender Stopparm
(21) vorgesehen ist für eine nicht drehende Verbin-
dung der mindestens einen nicht rotierenden Schei-
be (12a) mit der nicht rotierenden Gleitmuffe (13),
um eine relative Drehbewegung um die zugehörige
Gleitmuffenachse (13a) zwischen der mindestens
einen nicht rotierenden Scheibe (12a) und der nicht
rotierenden Gleitmuffe (13) zu verhindern, wobei der
mindestens eine nicht rotierenden Stopparm (21) an
der mindestens einen nicht rotierenden Scheibe
(12a) und der nicht rotierenden Gleitmuffe (13) mon-
tiert ist.

2. Steuerungssystem (10) nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der mindestens ei-
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ne nicht rotierende Stopparm (21) mindestens einen
ersten und einen zweiten Stopparmabschnitt (21a,
21b) aufweist, wobei der erste Stopparmabschnitt
(21 a) mit dem zweiten Stopparmabschnitt (21b)
durch ein zugehöriges Stopparmgelenk (22) verbun-
den ist.

3. Steuerungssystem (10) nach Anspruch 2,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der erste Stop-
parmabschnitt (21a) an der mindestens einen nicht
rotierenden Scheibe (12a) über ein zugehöriges
Stopparmpendellager (22a) montiert ist.

4. Steuerungssystem (10) nach Anspruch 2,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der zweite Stop-
parmabschnitt (21b) an der nicht rotierenden Gleit-
muffe (13) über ein zugehöriges Stopparmschwen-
klager (22b) montiert ist.

5. Steuerungssystem (10) nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass eine Führung (15)
der nicht rotierenden Gleitmuffe vorgesehen ist, wo-
bei die nicht rotierende Gleitmuffe (13) auf der Füh-
rung (15) der nicht rotierenden Gleitmuffe gleitend
angeordnet ist.

6. Steuerungssystem (10) nach Anspruch 5,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Rotorwelle (1e)
des Rotors (1a) mit mehreren Rotorblättern sich
durch die Führung (15) der nicht rotierenden Gleit-
muffe verläuft.

7. Steuerungssystem (10) nach Anspruch 5,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Führung (15)
der nicht rotierenden Gleitmuffe für eine starre Be-
festigung an einem nicht rotierenden Teil (7) des
Drehflügelflugzeugs (1), insbesondere an einem
Hauptgetriebegehäuse (7) des Drehflügelflugzeugs
(1) ausgebildet ist.

8. Steuerungssystem (10) nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass mindestens eine
Gabeleinheit (20b) zur Steuerung der axialen Bewe-
gung der nicht rotierenden Gleitmuffe (13) in Betrieb
vorgesehen ist, wobei die mindestens eine Gabel-
einheit (20) drehbar über eine Gelenkverbindung mit
einem Montageabschnitt (23) der nicht rotierenden
Gleitmuffe (13) über ein zugehöriges Gabelschwen-
klager (29b) verbunden ist.

9. Steuerungssystem (10) nach Anspruch 8,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der mindestens ei-
ne nicht rotierende Stopparm (21) an der mindestens
einen nicht rotierenden Scheibe (12a) und an einem
Gabelmontagepunkt (29a) der nicht rotierenden
Gleitmuffe (13) montiert ist.

10. Steuerungssystem (10) nach Anspruch 8,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der mindestens ei-
ne nicht rotierende Stopparm (21) an der mindestens
einen nicht rotierenden Scheibe (12a) und an dem
Montageabschnitt (23) montiert ist.

11. Steuerungssystem (10) nach Anspruch 8,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass mindestens ein
Betätigungsarm (20a) vorgesehen ist, zur Betriebs-
steuerung des Kippens der mindestens einen rotie-
renden Scheibe (12b) und der mindestens einen
nicht rotierenden Scheibe (12a), wobei der mindes-
tens eine Betätigungsarm (12a) schwenkbar mit der
mindestens einen Gabeleinheit (20b) über ein zuge-
höriges Betätigungsarmschwenklager (30a)
schwenkbar verbunden ist.

12. Steuerungssystem (10) nach Anspruch 11,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der mindestens ei-
ne Betätigungsarm (20a) mit der mindestens einen
nicht rotierenden Scheibe (12a) über zugehörige
Taumelscheibensteuerstangen (24) verbunden ist.

13. Steuerungssystem (10) nach Anspruch 11,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der mindestens ei-
ne Betätigungsarm (20a) und die mindestens eine
Gabeleinheit (20b) eine Steuerungseingabeeinheit
(20), insbesondere eine Mischhebelgetriebeeinheit
(20) definieren.

14. Steuerungssystem (10) nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die mindestens ei-
ne rotierende Scheibe (12b) mit jedem der Rotor-
blätter (1b, 1c) über eine zugehörige Blattwinkel-
steuerungsstange (16) verbunden ist.

15. Steuerungssystem (10) nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die mindestens ei-
ne rotierende Scheibe (12b) drehbar mit der Rotor-
welle (1e) des Rotors (1a) mit mehreren Rotorblät-
tern über mindestens einen zugehörigen Rotations-
arm (19) verbindbar ist, um eine Drehbewegung der
mindestens einen rotierenden Scheibe (12b) zusam-
men mit der Rotorwelle (1e) zu erlauben.

16. Steuerungssystem (10) nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die mindestens ei-
ne rotierende Scheibe (12b) eine obere Taumel-
scheibe definiert und dadurch, dass die mindestens
eine nicht rotierende Scheibe (12b) eine untere Tau-
melscheibenanordnung (11) definiert.

17. Steuerungssystem (10) nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der mindestens ei-
ne nicht rotierende Stopparm (21) Verbundmaterial
aufweist.

18. Drehflügelflugzeug (1) mit einem Rotor (1a) mit meh-
reren Rotorblättern (1b, 1c) und einer Rotorwelle
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(1e), die eine zugehörige Rotorachse (1f) definiert,
wobei das Drehflügelflugzeug (1) ein Steuerungs-
system (10) nach Anspruch 1 aufweist, zur Steue-
rung der kollektiven und zyklischen Blattwinkelän-
derung der Mehrzahl von Rotorblättern (1b, 1c).

Revendications

1. Un système de commande (10) pour commander le
pas collectif et le pas cyclique des pales (1b, 1c) d’un
rotor multi-pales (1a) dans un aéronef à voilure tour-
nante (1), dans lequel ledit rotor multi-pales (1a)
comprend un arbre de rotor (1 e) qui définit un axe
de rotor associé (1f), ledit système de commande
(10) comprenant un plateau cyclique (11) équipé
d’au moins un plateau fixe (12a) et d’au moins un
plateau rotatif (12b) monté rotatif par rapport audit
au moins un plateau fixe (12a), ledit au moins un
plateau rotatif (12b) et ledit au moins un plateau fixe
(12a) étant montés sur un manchon coulissant non-
rotatif (13) adapté pour être monté axialement dé-
plaçable parallèlement audit axe de rotor associé
(1f) sur ledit arbre de rotor (1e), dans lequel un palier
sphérique (14) est prévu sur ledit manchon coulis-
sant non-rotatif (13), ledit au moins un plateau rotatif
(12b) étant rotatif autour d’un axe de manchon cou-
lissant associé (13a) et étant monté avec le dit au
moins un plateau fixe (12a) sur ledit palier sphérique
(14) de manière à ce que ledit au moins un plateau
rotatif (12b) et ledit au moins un plateau fixe (12a)
soient inclinables dans quelque direction que ce soit
par rapport audit axe de manchon coulissant associé
(13a) au moyen dudit palier sphérique (14), carac-
térisé en ce qu’au moins un bras de butée fixe (21)
est prévu pour connecter de manière non rotative
ledit au moins un plateau fixe (12a) audit manchon
coulissant non rotatif (13) afin d’interdire les mouve-
ments de rotation autour dudit axe de manchon cou-
lissant associé (13a) entre ledit au moins un plateau
fixe (12a) et ledit manchon coulissant non-rotatif
(13), ledit au moins un arbre de butée fixe (21) étant
monté sur ledit au moins un plateau fixe (12a) et sur
ledit manchon coulissant non-rotatif (13).

2. Le système de commande (10) selon la revendica-
tion 1,
caractérisé en ce que ledit au moins un bras de
butée fixe (21) comprend au moins une première et
une seconde section de bras de butée (21a, 21b),
ladite première section de bras de butée (21a) étant
connectée à ladite seconde section de bras de butée
(21b) par une articulation de bras de butée associée
(22).

3. Le système de commande (10) selon la revendica-
tion 2,
caractérisé en ce que ladite première section de

bras de butée (21 a) est montée sur ledit au moins
un plateau fixe (12a) au moyen d’un palier sphérique
de bras de butée associé (22a).

4. Le système de commande (10) selon la revendica-
tion 2,
caractérisé en ce que ladite second section de bras
de butée (21b) est montée sur ledit manchon cou-
lissant non-rotatif (13) au moyen d’une crapaudine
de bras de butée associée (22b).

5. Le système de commande (10) selon la revendica-
tion 1,
caractérisé en ce qu’un guide de manchon coulis-
sant non-rotatif (21b) est prévu, ledit manchon cou-
lissant non-rotatif (13) étant monté libre sur ledit gui-
de de manchon coulissant non-rotatif (15).

6. Le système de commande (10) selon la revendica-
tion 5,
caractérisé en ce que ledit arbre de rotor (1e) dudit
rotor multi-pales (1a) se prolonge dans ledit guide
de manchon coulissant non-rotatif (15).

7. Le système de commande (10) selon la revendica-
tion 5,
caractérisé en ce que ledit guide de manchon cou-
lissant non-rotatif (15) est adapté pour être fixé rigi-
dement à une partie fixe (7) dudit aéronef à voilure
tournante (1), en particulier à une boîte de transmis-
sion principale (7) dudit aéronef à voilure tournante
(1)

8. Le système de commande (10) selon la revendica-
tion 1,
caractérisé en ce qu’au moins une unité en fourche
(20b) est prévue pour commander le déplacement
axial dudit manchon coulissant non-rotatif (13) en
fonctionnement, ladite au moins une unité en fourche
(20b) étant connectée de manière articulée au
moyen d’une connexion pivotante à un élément de
montage (23) dudit manchon coulissant non-rotatif
(13) au moyen d’un crapaudine de fourche associée
(29b).

9. Le système de commande (10) selon la revendica-
tion 8,
caractérisé en ce que ledit au moins un bras de
butée fixe (21) est monté sur ledit au moins un pla-
teau fixe (12a) et sur un point de montage de fourche
(29a) dudit manchon coulissant non-rotatif (13).

10. Le système de commande (10) selon la revendica-
tion 8,
caractérisé en ce qu’au moins un bras de butée
fixe (21) est monté sur ledit au moins un plateau fixe
(12a) et sur ledit élément de montage (23).
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11. Le système de commande (10) selon la revendica-
tion 8,
caractérisé en ce qu’au moins un bras de déclen-
chement (20a) est prévu pour commander l’inclinai-
son dudit au moins un plateau rotatif (12b) et dudit
au moins un plateau fixe (12a) en fonctionnement,
ledit au moins un bras de déclenchement (20a) étant
connecté de manière pivotante à ladite au moins une
unité en fourche (20b) au moyen d’un crapaudine de
bras d’attaque associée (30a).

12. Le système de commande (10) selon la revendica-
tion 11,
caractérisé en ce que ledit au moins un bras de
déclenchement (20a) est connecté audit au moins
un plateau fixe (12a) au moyen de bielles de com-
mande de plateau cyclique associées (24).

13. Le système de commande (10) selon la revendica-
tion 11,
caractérisé en ce que ledit au moins un bras de
déclenchement (20a) et ladite au moins une unité
en fourche (20b) définissent une unité d’entrée de
commande (20), en particulier un levier de combi-
nateur (20).

14. Le système de commande (10) selon la revendica-
tion 1,
caractérisé en ce que ledit au moins un plateau
rotatif (12b) est connecté à chacune des pales du
rotor (1b, 1c) au moyen d’une biellette de commande
de pas associée (16).

15. Le système de commande (10) selon la revendica-
tion 1,
caractérisé en ce que ledit au moins un plateau
rotatif (12b) peut être connecté de manière rotative
audit arbre de rotor (1e) dudit rotor multi-pales (1a)
au moyen d’au moins un bras rotatif associé (19)
afin de permettre la rotation dudit au moins un pla-
teau rotatif (12b) conjointement audit arbre de rotor
(1e).

16. Le système de commande (10) selon la revendica-
tion 1,
caractérisé en ce que ledit au moins un plateau
rotatif (12b) définit un plateau cyclique supérieur et
en ce que ledit au moins un plateau fixe (12a) définit
un plateau cyclique inférieur dudit plateau cyclique
équipé (11).

17. Le système de commande (10) selon la revendica-
tion 1,
caractérisé en ce que ledit au moins un bras de
butée fixe (21) comporte un matériau composite.

18. Un aéronef à voilure tournante (1) avec un rotor mul-
ti-pales (1a) équipé de plusieurs pales de rotor (1b,

1c) et d’un arbre de rotor (1e) qui définit un axe de
rotor associé (1f), ledit aéronef à voilure tournante
(1) comprenant un système de commande (10) selon
la revendication 1 pour commander le pas collectif
et le pas cyclique desdites plusieurs pales de rotor
(1b, 1 c).
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